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Executive summary
The current document constitutes deliverable “D3.2 Social media and mobile data collection”
and reports on the progress achieved under T3.3 “Web, mobile and social media data
collection”.
More than half of the global population connects to social media platforms, leading to an
enormous amount of online user-generated data. The exchanged information can refer to an
unlimited range of topics and allows the exploitation of crowdsourcing in a multitude of
domains. T3.3 is responsible for ingesting social media data into the CALLISTO system, as an
additional source of information, which will be combined with other data and serve the pilot
use cases of the project.
In order to create solutions that will cover the user needs, a dedicated questionnaire has been
circulated to the end users of the project and their responses have been analyzed to retrieve
the user requirements. Then, a Twitter Crawler, developed in the H2020 EOPEN project, has
been adjusted to these requirements and technically improved. In addition, various analyses,
such as reliability estimation, georeferencing, concept extraction, and nudity detection, are
reused to enhance the collected social media posts. At the time of writing, thousands of
tweets have been collected and analyzed for the CALLISTO use cases, while a sample of the
dataset has been shared with the ONDA DIAS team to extend their product catalogue. All the
aforementioned activities are in full compliance with Twitter’s Developer Agreement and
Policy.
Another achievement has been the implementation of the Social Media Analytics Suite, a
novel Web application that filters and visualizes the data collected by the Twitter Crawler in
six alternative widgets: (a) the number of the total tweets, (b) a timeline, (c) a word cloud with
the most mentioned keywords, (d) a line chart with the number of tweets per day, (e) a list
with the most mentioned locations and (f) a heat map. Furthermore, the evaluation frame of
the tool has been established and tested with a limited number of participants.
Finally, a synergy with the H2020 DeepCube project allowed the direct comparison of the
different technologies that are used in the two projects for querying and serving the collected
social media data, while the targeted activities of T3.3 for the remainder of this duration have
been outlined.
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Introduction
1.1 Purpose and Scope
The usage of social media platforms is now completely integrated in the modern life and
billions of people have conversations, share information and create web content on a daily
basis. As of January 2022, there are more than 4.62 billion social media users, which equates
to 58.4 percent of the total global population, while every second 13 new users join1. Some of
the most popular social networks are Facebook (2.91 billion monthly active users), YouTube
(2.56 billion), Instagram (1.48 billion), and Twitter (436 million)2.
With this widespread use of social media, any possible topic can be discussed online, thus
social media platforms can be considered as a major source of knowledge regarding a plethora
of events. The derived content has been proven extremely valuable in marketing, disaster
management, raising awareness, and in plenty of other domains. More related to the
CALLISTO project and its use cases, social media data have been used by federal agencies
tasked with border security and migration policing and the effects appear to promote the
fortification of the settled institutional practices (Walsh, 2020). In addition, social media data
can contribute to the management of “creeping disasters”, such as water quality (Andreadis,
et al., 2021) or air quality (Jiang, Wang, Tsou, & Fu, 2015) (Hswen, Qin, Brownstein, & Hawkins,
2019) issues.
Since one of the core aims of CALLISTO is to integrate Earth Observation (EO) data with
crowdsourced and geo-referenced data and observations from Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAV), it is considered highly important to build tools that collect, analyze, serve and visualize
social media data; and this is exactly the scope of T3.3 “Web, mobile and social media data
collection”. The purpose of this document is to report the progress achieved under this task,
as well as to define the connection to other EU-funded projects and set the path for
subsequent work. The progress mainly includes the collection of user requirements, the
improvement and adaption of a Twitter crawler, and the development of a dedicated Web
application.
It should also be clarified here that the title of the deliverable mentions mobile data too. The
reason behind this is that during the proposal stage there was the idea to handle data
generated by the CALLISTO mobile application as an alternative type of crowdsourced
information. Eventually, the nature of the mobile data, as formulated in the project, is not
relevant to social media data, thus, they are not used by T3.3. Nevertheless, it has been
decided to respect the title and provide some information about the collection of mobile data
in Section 8 , while more details will be given in the corresponding D7.5 “The CALLISTO mobile
application” (M31).

1
2

https://datareportal.com/social-media-users
https://www.statista.com/statistics/272014/global-social-networks-ranked-by-number-of-users/
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1.2 Document Structure
The document is organized as follows. Section 1 defines the purpose and the scope of this
deliverable and describes the structure of the document. Section 2 provides background
information about the linkage between CALLISTO and the completed project EOPEN and
clarifies what has been reused and what is novel work. Section 3 refers to the collection of
user requirements through questionnaires and the analysis of the responses. Next, Section 4
disassembles the Twitter crawler to its core components and explains the modifications to its
original functionality and outputs, while Section 5 guides through the arrangement of the
Social Media Analytics Suite, which uses the data collected by the crawler to provide a suite
of tools for general and statistical analysis. Section 6 follows with the definition of the user
evaluation framework to be used in the future, with some very preliminary results, and
Section 7 describes the synergy with the sister project DeepCube, along with a comparative
evaluation. Finally, Section 8 concerns the collection of mobile data, Section 9 describes the
future work and Section 10 concludes the deliverable.
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Background
For T3.3 “Web, mobile and social media data collection” we aim to exploit all the knowledge
that was gained and every result, deemed suitable for CALLISTO, that was produced in the
frame of the successfully completed H2020 project EOPEN3, which included several tasks and
corresponding key results that are highly relevant to our work here.
The scope of EOPEN was to provide a platform targeting non-expert EO data users (nontraditional user communities), experts and the SME community that reveals and makes
Copernicus data and services easy to use for Big Data applications. The developed platform
provided EO data analytics services, decision making and infrastructure, to support the Big
Data processing life cycle, allowing the chaining of value-adding activities across multiple
platforms.
EOPEN involved the following key results (KR) that were connected to social media data and
their analysis.
KR12 “Social media crawlers” concerned the development of a Twitter crawler that collects in
real time tweets that match user-defined criteria, i.e. keywords and Twitter accounts that are
related to the EOPEN use cases, namely flood risk assessment, food security, and climate
change monitoring. In addition, KR12 included machine-learning models that employ text
classification on tweets, in order to label them automatically as relevant or not to the use
cases, and thus filter out irrelevant information. These models required human annotation for
training; for this reason, a dedicated user interface was implemented to enable users to
annotate manually. Finally, KR12 included localization techniques that are able to detect
locations mentioned in a tweet text for the English, Italian, and Finnish languages and, in this
way, to geotag social media posts that lack geoinformation.
Moreover, KR07 “Community detection module” discovers Twitter user communities, based
on “mentioning” that is a common action in Twitter, and identifies the most influential
accounts. KR03 “Concept extraction module” identifies visual concepts in Twitter images and
KR02 “Event detection module” discovers real-world incidents by applying outlier detection
on the fluctuation of the number of collected tweets per day. For more details on the
aforementioned KRs, the reader is referred to EOPEN’s D3.3, D4.4, and D5.2, all available
online4.
As stated above, our primary goal in CALLISTO was to not reinvent the wheel, but to reuse any
EOPEN key results that are useful and suitable, consider them as baselines, adapt them to the
CALLISTO needs, improve them and extend them.
In detail, EOPEN’s Twitter crawler has been adopted for CALLISTO’s crowdsourcing module,
was improved and was adapted to the project’s use cases, i.e. switching from floods, food
security and snow coverage to air/water quality and border surveillance.
Among the languages of interest, as defined by the PUC end users, were English and Italian,
so we utilized the respective localization models developed in EOPEN, which are easily served

3
4

https://eopen-project.eu/
https://eopen-project.eu/public-deliverables/
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as standalone APIs. In the upcoming months of the project, these will be replaced by the
georeferencing modules developed under T6.2 “Named Entity Recognition from text for georeferencing and linking with open geodata”, which will constitute improved versions for
English and Italian. In addition, novel georeferencing modules are being generated under T6.2
at the time of writing, in order to cover the other languages of interest, e.g. German, French,
Arabic, etc. (all to be reported in D6.2 “Named entity recognition for georeferencing” in M22).
EOPEN’s concept extraction is also offered as a standalone API, which allowed us to easily
integrate it into the CALLISTO Twitter crawler and detect the visual concepts of the newly
collected images, since the service is use-case-agnostic. On the other hand, the relevance
estimation service could not be reused, due to the fact that the models are use-casedependent and language-dependent (they would have to be built from scratch).
The community detection module was not adopted as-is, in the sense that it will not be used
directly by the CALLISTO users, but its outcome (modularity) is taken into consideration by the
proposed event detection methodology of T5.2 “Multimodal fusion for event detection on EO
and non-EO data”. Furthermore, this novel methodology has been evaluated against the
outlier detection method that was proposed in EOPEN. Details on the above will be provided
in D5.2 “Multimodal fusion for event detection” in M21.
Building on top of the work delivered by EOPEN, we have achieved a number of novelties
under T3.3 in the reported period. First of all, the user requirements were collected in a more
structured manner, by circulating to the PUC leaders a questionnaire to fill in (Section 3.1),
and our experience from past crawling results assisted with the refinement of the suggested
search criteria, so as to avoid “risky” keywords that will bring more noise than valuable
information. As already mentioned, the adapted Twitter crawler was based on the new search
terms (Section 4.1) and was technically improved (Section 4.2.5). Additionally, an original user
interface was implemented, named SMAS (Section 5 ), to provide the CALLISTO end users with
multiple social media analytics, such as line charts, heat maps, word clouds, etc., while the
information that is visualized in these widgets can also be served through different API
endpoints (Section 5.3), permitting integration of social media data/analytics to external
solutions.
Future work in the next two years of the project’s lifetime will further extend the work done
in EOPEN and the work done so far in CALLISTO. Some indicative examples are the
implementation of crawlers for other social media platforms, the inclusion of on-the-fly
queries and the investigation of potential correlation of social media data with air quality
sensors data (read more in Section 9 ).
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Collection of user requirements
3.1 Questionnaires
Aiming to provide as much as possible benefit to the CALLISTO PUCs with the involvement of
social media data, the solutions that are implemented within the project need to be tailored
to the needs of these use cases. To this end, since the beginning of the project, we have been
in close communication with the PUC leaders, in particular:
NOA, for PUC1 about CAP monitoring
SMAT and DWG, for PUC2 about water quality assessment
DW, for PUC3 about satellite journalism
SatCen, for PUC4 about land border change detection
In order to collect their requirements in relation to crowdsourcing in a structured way that
will allow to be reused in the future, we have prepared a dedicated questionnaire. The
questions concerned whether they foresee the usage of social media data and/or Web
scrapping in their scenarios, which social media platforms or websites would be of interest,
and how they would prefer to access/view the collected crowdsourced data. In addition, the
questionnaire also served to gather some specific search criteria, for instance keywords and
social media accounts to monitor (providing simple examples). The complete questionnaire
can be found in Appendix.
Once prepared, the questionnaire was circulated to the PUC leaders and then bilateral
meetings took place to clarify the responses and finalize the user requirements. The outcome
after analyzing and discussing the questionnaire responses follows in the next subsection.

3.2 Analysis of responses
3.2.1 PUC1
In this PUC, which deals with the monitoring of CAP, the usage of crowdsourced information
and social media data is not foreseen, since no added value has been identified by both sides
(NOA, CERTH). Instead, PUC1 will involve mobile data, generated by the CALLISTO mobile
application, which are described in Section 8 .

3.2.2 PUC2
PUC2 concerns water quality assessment using EO and in-situ data for the De Blankaart and
Kluizen Water Production Centers in Belgium (PUC2.1) and a water treatment plant in the
metropolitan City of Turin, Italy, managed by SMAT (PUC2.2). In both subcases, the use of
social media data was not foreseen initially, but after presenting the potential value they could
bring, the end users have decided to investigate their involvement, by monitoring what is
being discussed online about areas of interest, such as Yser River for PUC2.1 and Po River for
PUC2.2. Reports from citizens could be integrated with satellite images and in-situ sensors
data to be elaborated and eventually to generate alerts.
PUC2.2 also proposed the creation of a platform where citizens would be able to report
pollution events, but this has been deemed outside the scope of T3.3. Nevertheless, we
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proposed –as a synergy– to test and validate the crowdsourcing mobile app that CERTH will
develop for the H2020 WQeMS project5, which aims to provide an operational water quality
emergency monitoring service to the water utilities industry in relation with the quality of the
“water we drink”.
Moreover, both subcases suggested specific APIs that deliver air quality data, in order to be
scrapped, but, in the course of time, air quality was omitted from the scope of PUC2.

3.2.3 PUC3
Journalists in PUC3 have been highly interested in social media data since the beginning,
considering them an extremely valuable source of information. Their particular interest is in
Twitter and Instagram, as well as in YouTube and the Web in general. It has been jointly agreed
to focus initially on Twitter (based also on our previous experience) and later to extend the
activities so as to include Instagram and YouTube, while the first set of search keywords that
have been defined are related to air quality in the most spoken languages in Europe.
Furthermore, the end users of PUC3 expressed their need not only to visualize the collected
social media data, but also to be able to download them.

3.2.4 PUC4
Regarding PUC4 and changes in land borders, the end users already involve social media in
their operations. Specifically, image analysts in SatCen use ad hoc social media to find recent
photos or posts that comment on current changes or situations in particular border segments
of interest. They search in a multitude of social media platforms and websites, e.g. Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram, VK, Google Maps (former Panoramio), GDELT, Flickr, YouTube, Wikiloc,
Pexels, and StockSnap.io. The search keywords usually are border-related words/phrases (e.g.
“border patrol”) not only in English, but also in regional languages, combined with location
names (e.g. “Tunisia”). Alternatively, they retrieve all georeferenced pictures over an area of
interest.
Due to the fact that we cannot implement crawlers for all the aforementioned platforms
within the three years of CALLISTO as well as the fact that not all of them offer friendly APIs,
it has been agreed to focus at first on Twitter and then expand to Instagram and YouTube
(both requested by PUC3, too) and Facebook.
The end users have also requested an API to retrieve the collected social media data, apart
from visualizing them on the CALLISTO platform, and the option to make on-the-fly queries
(i.e. obtain posts based on a new keyword), in addition to the constant monitoring of explicit
keywords/places. Finally, they expressed their wish to integrate a free translation API, which
will translate the posts from the original language to English.

5

https://wqems.eu/
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Twitter data
4.1 Definition of search criteria
One of the available options to extract information from Twitter is with keyword-based
retrieval (more details in Section 4.2). Since every CALLISTO PUC deals with a completely
different topic in various languages and areas of interest, suitable search criteria, i.e.
keywords, had to be defined separately per PUC. This has been achieved through the
questionnaire mentioned in Section 3.1 and the collected search criteria are presented below.
Table 1 shows the keywords for PUC2.1 and PUC2.2 that both concern water quality.
Specifically, for PUC2.1 the keywords concern two topics: (a) the monitoring of three Belgian
locations in Dutch and English, and (b) water quality in general in Dutch. For PUC2.2, the
keywords refer to multiple locations of interest in order to be monitored.
Table 1: Search criteria for PUC2.1 and PUC2.2 by language.

PUC2.1 (a)

PUC2.1 (b)

PUC2.2

Dutch (nl)

English (en)

Dutch (nl)

Italian (it)

English (en)

“De IJzer”

Yser

Waterkwaliteit

“Fiume Po”

“Po river”

IJzer rivier

Yser river

Groen

Comune di La
Loggia

Municipality of
La Loggia

Blankaartvijver

Blankaart pond

Bruin

Comune di
Carignano

Municipality of
Carignano

Put van
Nieuwkapelle

Pond of
Nieuwkapelle

Dode vissen

Comune di
Moncalieri

Municipality of
Moncalieri

Algen

Comune di
Torino

Municipality of
Turin

Stank

Bacino di
lagunaggio

Lagoon basin

Geur

Diga di La
Loggia

La Loggia dam

Zout

Località Tetti
Sagrini

Location Tetti
Sagrini

Parco fluviale
del Po La
Loggia

Po river park La
Loggia
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Table 2 presents the keywords for PUC3, which are related to air quality and pollution as well
as specific chemical compounds and pollutants found in the atmosphere. The keywords are in
the most spoken languages around Europe, i.e. English, Italian, French, Spanish, and German
(Greek too, since there are many Greek partners in the consortium). It is important to note
here that after a period of testing the keyword pollution and its translations (second row of
the table, marked in strikethrough) were removed from the search criteria, because the
majority of data collected were too vague for our purposes (pollution is an umbrella term that
refers to more than air quality). The removal of this term resulted to the deletion of circa
610,000 tweets, which consisted more than the 62% of the air quality collection, thus the
noise in the data has been significantly reduced.
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Table 2: Search criteria for PUC3 by language.

PUC3
English

Italian

French

Spanish

German

Greek

Air quality

Qualità dell'aria

Qualité de l'air

Calidad del aire

Luftqualität

Ποιότητα αέρα

Pollution

inquinamento

pollution

Contaminación /
polución

Verschmutzung /
Belastung /
Umweltbelastung

Ρύπανση / Μόλυνση

Urban air pollution

Inquinamento atmosferico
urbano

Pollution de l'air urbain /
pollution atmosphérique
urbaine

Contaminación del aire
urbano / contaminación
atmosférica urbana

Städtische
Luftverschmutzung

Αστική ατμοσφαιρική
ρύπανση

Air pollutant

inquinante dell'aria /
inquinante atmosferico

polluant atmosphérique

Contaminante del aire

Luftschadstoff

Ατμοσφαιρικός ρύπος

Bad air

aria cattiva

mauvais air

aire malo

schlechte Luft

Κακός αέρας / Άσχημος
αέρας

Healthy air

aria sana / aria salubre

air sain

Sano aire / aire
saludable

gesunde Luft

Υγιής αέρας / Καθαρός
αέρας

particulate matter

particolato

Particules en suspension
/ matières particulaires

partículas en suspensión
/ materia particular /
materia particulada

Feinstaub

Αιωρούμενα σωματίδια

PM2.5

PM2,5

PM2,5

PM2,5

PM2,5

PM2,5
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PM10

PM10

PM10

PM10

PM10

PM10

particulate emission

emissione di particolato

émission de particules

emisión de partículas

Feinstaubemission

Εκπομπή σωματιδίων

Ozone

ozono

ozone

ozono

Ozon

Όζον

O3 pollution

Ο3 inquinamento

Ο3 pollution

Ο3 contaminación

Ο3 Verschmutzung /
Ο3 Belastung / Ο3
Umweltbelastung

Ο3 ρύπανση / O3 μόλυνση

O3 pollutant

Ο3 inquinante

Ο3 polluant

Ο3 contaminante

O3 Schadstoff

Ο3 ρύπος

sulfur dioxide /
sulphur dioxide

diossido di zolfo / anidride
solforosa / ossido
solforoso / biossido di
zolfo

dioxyde de soufre

dióxido de azufre /
óxido de azufre

Schwefeldioxid

Διοξείδιο του θείου

SO2 pollution

SO2 inquinamento

SO2 pollution

SO2 contaminación

SO2 Verschmutzung /
SO2 Belastung / SO2
Umweltbelastung

SO2 ρύπανση / SO2
μόλυνση

SO2 pollutant

SO2 inquinante

SO2 polluant

SO2 contaminante

SO2 Schadstoff

SO2 ρύπος

carbon monoxide

monossido di carbonio /
ossido di carbonio / ossido
carbonioso

monoxyde de carbone

monóxido de carbono /
óxido de carbono

Kohlenmonoxid

Μονοξείδιο του άνθρακα

CO pollution

CO inquinamento

CO pollution

CO contaminación

CO Verschmutzung /
CO Belastung / CO
Umweltbelastung

CO ρύπανση / CO μόλυνση
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For the next and final use case, PUC4, the keywords refer to specific areas of interest and to
border surveillance as well as other kinds of violations (e.g. smuggling, human trafficking,
drugs, etc.) and can be seen in Table 3. One important difference to the search criteria above
is that there needs to be a combination of keywords included in the tweet’s text in order to
be collected for this use case: an area of interest (“Keywords to search in Twitter” rows) and
a violation (“Keywords to be also included” rows). The terms are in five different languages:
Macedonian, Turkish, Arabic, Bosnian (all spoken in areas of interest) and English (as an
international language).
Table 3: Search criteria for PUC4 by language.

PUC4

Keywords to search in Twitter

English (en)

Macedonian
(mk)

North
Macedonia

Северна
Македонија

Gevgelija

Гевгелија

Turkish (tr)

Turkey

Türkiye

Ipsala

İpsala

Edirne

Edirne

Arabic
(ar/arb)

Morocco

المغرب

Gurugu

جوروجو

Ceuta

سبتة

Dakhla

الداخلة

Boujdour

بوجدور

Tunisia

تونس

Zarzis

جرجيس

Libya

ليبيا

Tripoli

طرابلس

Bosnian (bs)

Bosnia

Bosna

Trebinje

Trebinje
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Bijeljina

Bijeljina

Gradiška

Gradiška

Mostar

Mostar

Migration

Миграција

Göç

الهجرة

Migracija

Migrant

Мигрант

Göçmen

مهاجر

Migrant

Smuggle

Криумчарење

kaçakçılık

تهريب

Prokrijumčari

Smuggling

Криумчарење

kaçakçılık

تهريب

Krijumčarenje

Human
trafficking

Трговија со луѓе

İnsan
kaçakçılığı

بالبش االتجار

Trgovina
ljudima

Drugs

Дрога

İlaçlar

المخدرات

Droge

Conflict

Конфликт

Fikir ayrılığı

رصاع

Sukob

Border

Граница

sınır

حدود

Granica

Arrest

Апсење

Tutuklamak

عىل يقبض

Hapšenje

4.2 Twitter crawler
The Twitter Crawler is responsible for acquiring social media data from the popular platform
of Twitter. Specifically, the Crawler exploits the free API provided by Twitter for streaming
real-time tweets and, through a filtering and processing pipeline, the tweets are stored in a
MongoDB database. It is important to mention that the methods of acquiring, storing and
using the data fully comply with the Twitter policy rules referenced in Section 4.4. The
complete pipeline of the Twitter Crawler is illustrated in Figure 1 and is described thoroughly
below.
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Figure 1: The pipeline of the Twitter Crawler.

First and foremost, comes the Client Module which establishes an open connection to the
Twitter Streaming API, one of the many endpoints Twitter API has to offer. This allows access
to Twitter’s global stream of data, making it easy to obtain public tweets the moment they
are created. In order to use this endpoint, the user must have a Twitter account and apply for
a developer account specifying the usage objectives. When the application is approved, the
user receives the necessary credentials (i.e. Consumer Key, Consumer Secret, Token, and
Token Secret) that gives them access to Twitter’s API. Consuming the API endpoint requires
specifying three filtering options:
1. Follow: The user IDs list we want to retrieve posts (Max 5,000 IDs)
2. Track: The key phrases the tweet text must contain to be candidate for retrieving (Max
400 keywords)
3. Locations: The set of location coordinates expressed as pairs of longitude and latitude
that represent location boxes on the map (Max 25 location boxes)
Based on the search criteria presented in Section 4.1, which are all keywords, the most suited
filtering options is Track. We use the open-source Hosebird Client (hbc6), a Java HTTP client
that establishes an open connection to the API and continuously listens for new messages.
The client requires the Twitter credentials mentioned above and responds with the new
tweets as JSON strings. The JSON format of the tweets is ideal because it provides flexibility
to data alterations and is suitable for MongoDB databases.
After a new tweet is retrieved, a four-step analysis follows:
1. Reliability estimation: Calculates the probability the tweet contains fake information.
2. Georeferencing: Detects the locations mentioned in the tweets text and connects
them to coordinates.

6

https://github.com/twitter/hbc
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3. Concept extraction: Identifies the concepts that are associated with the image, given
that it is attached with the tweet.
4. Nudity detection: Assesses whether the attached image contains nude content.
More details on these steps are given in the following subsections (4.2.1-4.2.4).
The fundamental attributes of the original JSON as provided by Twitter, along with the
outcomes of the above analyses appended to it, constitute the JSON that is finally stored to
the database. The final JSON’s attributes are described in Table 4 and an example is given in
Figure 2.
Table 4: Tweet JSON attributes with description.

Attribute

Description

_id

The unique identifier of the tweet in the MongoDB database.

lang

The language of the tweet referenced as two-letter keys.

id_str

The unique id of the tweet taken from the API.

full_text

The complete, untruncated tweet message in case it is longer than
140 characters.

created_at

The date the tweet was created.

Is_retweeted_status A Boolean value stating whether the current tweet is a retweet.
Is_quoted_status

A Boolean value stating whether the current tweet is a quote.

timestamp_ms

The created_at timestamp as String.

timestamp_ms_long

The created_at timestamp as long.

keywords

The keywords based on which the tweet was retrieved.

nudity

A Boolean that defines whether the image contains adult content.

image_url

The URL of the attached image.

image_concepts

The concepts extracted from the attached image.

reliability

The reliability score that defines how reliable the tweet is.

estimated_locations

The geolocation information extracted from the text.
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Figure 2: The tweets attribute as JSON object.

It should be noted that not all of these attributes are always available for every tweet. For
instance, there might be no detected locations in a tweet text or the tweet might not have an
attached image.
Finally, given that one single Twitter Crawler consumes the API data that satisfy multiple userdefined criteria, a reverse search is performed for each received post, in order to classify it to
the proper use case and language. Thus, each tweet is filtered and stored to a different
collection of the database, which is related to a specific PUC.

4.2.1 Reliability estimation
Fake news and misinformation are a big issue when crawling social media data. In order to
avoid them, a verification tool, built outside of the scope of CALLISTO by CERTH, is reused in
our process of evaluating the data received.
The tool consists of two classification models working separate from one another; one trained
using tweet-based features and the other user-based features (but no personal information
whatsoever). Tweet-based features are:
Text-based (e.g., number of uppercase characters)
Language-specific (e.g., number of detected slang words)
Twitter-specific (e.g., number of retweets, number of hashtags)
Link-based (e.g., existence of external URLs)
While the user based features are:
User-specific (e.g., number of user’s followers)
Link-based (e.g., existence of a ULR in the Twitter profile description)
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Next up, is Bootstrapping and aggregating (model bagging) that assists in calculating more
accurate and reliable predictions depending on the classifiers from each feature set. At
prediction time, an agreement-based retraining strategy is applied, which combines the
outputs of the two bags of models in a semi-supervised learning manner. For more details on
the verification technique, the reader is referred to (Boididou, Papadopoulos, Apostolidis, &
Kompatsiaris, 2017) and (Boididou, et al., 2018).
The result is presented in a standalone service that receives the tweet in JSON format and
responds with two values: the predicted Boolean value defining whether the tweet is legit or
fake (true or false) and a Double value for the confidence of the prediction.
Figure 3: An example response of the verification service.

Given that it is preferable to have a range of reliability instead of a strict binary decision, the
prediction is converted into a reliability score as follows:
true label with 𝑋 confidence equals a reliability score of 𝑋
false label with 𝑋 confidence equals a reliability score of (100 − 𝑋)

4.2.2 Georeferencing
Due to the very limited geoinformation provided by Twitter, the georeferencing tool aims to
offer a solution that –always in respect to Twitter’s policy and restrictions– detects the
locations mentioned in the tweet text and extracts the coordinates in the World Geodetic
System (WGS) 84, also known as EPSG 4326. As mentioned in Section 2 , the Twitter Crawler
currently uses the georeferencing models built in EOPEN for English and Italian, while later
they will be replaced by the updated models that will be built under T6.2. The pre-processed
text is fed to a Deep Neural Network that detects specific words in the text as locations and
these are fed to the OpenStreetMap API7 that returns geodata and coordinates.
The georeferencing module exists as a standalone service too, which receives a String literal
and, if a location is detected, returns the pair of longitude and latitude as well as an official
location name as provided by the OSM API. Figure 4 depicts an example of the data response
from the service.

7

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/API
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Figure 4: An example response of the georeferencing service.

4.2.3 Concept extraction
Images attached to a tweet provide additional information that can be valuable to the users.
A concept extraction tool, built by CERTH in the frame of EOPEN, is reused for detecting visual
concepts that appear on a given image. The implementation is based on a framework that
uses Caffe8 and a fine-tuned 22-layer GoogleNet network on the TRECVID SIN 346 concepts9.
For every new tweet that contains an attached image, a standalone service for concept
extraction is used by sending the URL of the image and receiving a JSON text with the extracted
concepts. An example is given in Figure 5.
Figure 5: An example response of the concept extraction service.

4.2.4 Nudity detection
Twitter allows its users to share adult material, which results to the collection of inappropriate
data by the Twitter Crawler. To dispose such data, an image-filtering module, developed by
CERTH outside of the CALLISTO scope, is reused. This module uses a Deep Neural Network and
a Linear Regression model that estimate whether the image contains nude content or not.
This solution is also served as a standalone service that receives the URL of an image and
responds with the classification result in JSON format with a Boolean value. An example is
presented in Figure 6.
Figure 6: An example response of the nudity detection service.

8
9

https://caffe.berkeleyvision.org/
https://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/tv2011/tv2011.html#sin
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4.2.5 Improvements on EOPEN’s crawler
As mentioned in Section 2 , the CALLISTO Twitter Crawler has not been built by scratch, but
has been based on the implementation achieved in the EOPEN project, thus this subsection is
dedicated on the improvements made during CALLISTO’s lifetime. While the crawler’s base
procedure remains the same, some modifications and changes have been applied that
improved its functionality and performance.
First, a connection manager and a query handler have been added in order to fix frequent
connectivity issues and restart automatically the module when maximum queries have been
made. These changes made the crawler much more independent and stable, demanding much
less human intervention for its smooth operation.
Another significant change was that, instead of storing the complete JSON that is given by
Twitter for each tweet, now only the useful attributes are selected and stored, reducing
greatly the storage needs while increasing the queries response time.
Finally yet importantly, many codebase modifications resulted to the crawler being more
flexible to changes and additions. Specifically, the codebase has been refactored for better
readability, while the search criteria keywords are now stored and read by a separate JSON
file that can be modified at any time without interfering with the code execution.

4.3 Status of tweets collection
The developed Twitter crawler has been launched on September 6, 2021 and since then it
runs continuously (24/7). Until February 26, 2022, it has collected an estimated total of 35,000
tweets. Table 5 and the following figures present some statistics in order to provide the reader
with a better understanding of the data collected thus far.
Table 5: Analytics of the CALLISTO tweets database (with percentages over total PUC tweets).

(PUC3)

Use Case

Air Quality

September 2021 - February 2022

Time
Period

Language

Total
Collected

With
Image

Detected
Location

Average
Reliability

English

284,166
(76.53%)

28,977
(7.8%)

105,920
(28.52%)

0.385

Italian

2,506
(0.68%)

325
(0.09%)

1,499
(0.4%)

0.386

8,144 (2.2%) 733 (0.2%)

0

0.366

French
Spanish

German
Greek

66,996
(18.04%)

7,259
(1.96%)

0

0.361

9,317 (2.5%)

538
(0.14%)

0

0.435

205 (0.05%)

0

0

0.389
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33,756
(57.5%)

1,742
(2.97%)

23,956
(40.81%)

0.414

0

0

0

0

Turkish

16,891 762 (1.3%)
(28.8%)

0

0.345

Arabic

8,046
(13.7%)

1,052
(1.8%)

0

0.380

Bosnian

0

0

0

0

English

169 (0.2%)

0

0

0.400

Dutch

85,669
(99.8%)

7,457
(8.7%)

0

0.349

English

14 (1.76%)

2 (0.25%)

8 (1%)

0.450

783 54 (6.78%)
(98.24%)

747
(93.73%)

0.377

(PUC 2.2)

Water
quality

(PUC 2.1)

(PUC4)

Macedonian

Water
quality

Border Surveillance

English

Italian

In Figure 7, it is evident that the largest collection concerns air quality, which is expected, since
it is a common topic of discussion and the keywords were in the most spoken languages in
Europe. On the other hand, the smallest collection refers to the monitoring of areas of interest
within PUC2.2, which is again expected since the locations are too specific. Quite surprising is
the fact that thousands of tweets have been collected for water quality in Dutch and border
violations in very specific places.
Figure 7: Size of tweet collections.
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Border Surveillance (PUC
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In Figure 8, it can be seen that no international tweets mention the areas of interest for
PUC2.1 and PUC2.2, which is the exact opposite for PUC4. For PUC3 English and Spanish are
the big majority, while near zero Greek tweets have been retrieved. Similarly, no Macedonian
or Bosnian tweets have been collected for PUC4, indicating that Twitter is not popular in the
respective countries.
Figure 8: Percentage of languages per tweet collection.

PUC2.1

PUC2.2

English
0%

English
2%

Dutch
100%

Italian
98%

PUC4

PUC3
German 2%
Spanish
18%

Greek
0%

Arabic
14%

French
2%
Italian
1%

Turkish
29%

English
57%

English
77%

Figure 9 displays the total number of tweets with locations detected in their text by the
analysis mentioned in Section 4.2.2. It should be highlighted again that georeferencing is
currently supported only in English and Italian, and the results show a significant percentage
of posts that originally lack geoinformation can be geotagged through our analysis.
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Figure 9: Number of detected locations per language and tweet collection.

DETECTED LOCATIONS
English

Italian

No Locations

42

34737
263915
85838

747
0

1499
23956
105920
0

8

PUC 2.1

PUC 2.2

PUC 3

PUC 4

Finally, Figure 10 shows the mean average of the reliability score for each PUC and each
underlying language, as estimated by the analysis presented in Section 4.2.1. Two conclusions
can be drawn by this figure: (a) there are no critical differences between the PUCs/languages,
thus no topic presents an issue of mis/disinformation, and (b) the mean average is quite low,
which reflects that the reliability estimation technique is noticeably strict.
Figure 10: Mean average of reliability score per language and tweet collection.
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4.4 Developer Agreement and Policy
Aspiring to be fully compliant to Twitter’s Developer Agreement and Policy, we have
conducted a thorough examination of the respective documents10, effective as of March 10,
2020. The most important points that are related to our activities are presented in the tables
of the next subsections, which concern the main categories, i.e. personal data, display policy,
storage and security policy, and redistribution policy.
Each table follows the same format:
the title of the specific document and section
the corresponding online link
the quote
our action for compliance

4.4.1 Personal data
Table 6: User Protection.

Section

Developer Agreement / XII. Miscellaneous / B. User Protection

Link

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/agreement

Quote

Unless explicitly approved otherwise by Twitter in writing, you may not use, or
knowingly display, distribute, or otherwise make Twitter Content, or
information derived from Twitter Content, available to any entity for the
purpose of: (a) conducting or providing surveillance or gathering intelligence,
including but not limited to investigating or tracking Twitter users or Twitter
Content; (b) conducting or providing analysis or research for any unlawful or
discriminatory purpose, or in a manner that would be inconsistent with Twitter
users' reasonable expectations of privacy; (c) monitoring sensitive events
(including but not limited to protests, rallies, or community organizing
meetings); or (d) targeting, segmenting, or profiling individuals based on
sensitive personal information, including their health (e.g., pregnancy),
negative financial status or condition, political affiliation or beliefs, racial or
ethnic origin, religious or philosophical affiliation or beliefs, sex life or sexual
orientation, trade union membership, Twitter Content relating to any alleged
or actual commission of a crime, or any other sensitive categories of personal
information prohibited by law.

Our
action

We do not involve any type of personal or sensitive information in our analysis.
We do not investigate or track any Twitter account. Even for PUC4 that relates
to border surveillance, the collected information is already public (e.g. on
news) and does not target individuals.

10

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/agreement-and-policy
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Table 7: Surveillance, privacy, and user protection.

Section

Developer terms / More about restricted uses of the Twitter APIs / Surveillance,
privacy, and user protection

Link

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/more-on-restricted-usecases

Quote

Other categories of activities prohibited under these terms include (but are not
limited to):






Our
action

Investigating or tracking sensitive groups and organizations, such as
unions or activist groups
Background checks or any form of extreme vetting
Credit or insurance risk analyses
Individual profiling or psychographic segmentation
Facial recognition

Our activities do not fall under any of these categories.

Table 8: Restrictions on Use of Licensed Materials.

Section

Developer Agreement / II. Restrictions on Use of Licensed Materials / A.
Reverse Engineering and other Restrictions

Link

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/agreement

Quote

You will not or attempt to (and will not allow others to) […] (f) utilize the
Licensed Material to derive or obtain non-public information of individual
Twitter users, including without limitation a user’s location;

Our
action

We do not obtain any non-public information of Twitter users or any other type
of personal information. We do not use the location of users or attempt to
discover it.

Table 9: Location Data.

Section

Developer Agreement / II. Restrictions on Use of Licensed Materials / E.
Location Data

Link

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/agreement

Quote

You will not (and you will not allow others to) aggregate, cache, or store
location data and other geographic information contained in the Twitter
Content, except in conjunction with the Twitter Content to which it is attached.
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You may only use such location data and geographic information to identify the
location tagged by the Twitter Content. You may not use location data or
geographic information on a standalone basis.
Our
action

We are exclusively interested in detecting the location where the textual
content of a tweet refers. The geoinformation (including geographic
coordinates) that derives from the georeferencing modules (T6.2) is used to
geotag the tweets, thus location is always in conjunction with the respective
Twitter content.

Table 10: Off-Twitter matching.

Section

Developer Policy / Privacy and control are essential / Off-Twitter matching

Link

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/policy#3-d

Quote

We limit the circumstances under which you may match a person on Twitter to
information obtained or stored off-Twitter. Off-Twitter matching involves
associating Twitter Content, including a Twitter @handle or user ID, with a
person, household, device, browser, or other off-Twitter identifier. You may only
do this if you have express opt-in consent from the person before making the
association, or as described below.
In situations in which you don’t have a person’s express, opt-in consent to link
their Twitter identity to an off-Twitter identifier, we require that any connection
you draw be based only on information that someone would reasonably expect
to be used for that purpose.

Our
action

Off-Twitter matching is not among our activities under any circumstances. We
aim to collect social media data that reflect real-world incidents that may affect
water/air quality and land borders, but never to link them to individuals,
households, etc. To further ensure that the users of the collected data will also
not attempt off-Twitter matching, we exclude all Twitter account information
from the delivered data.

Table 11: Using geo-data.

Section

Developer Policy / Privacy and control are essential / Using geo-data

Link

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/policy#3-f

Quote

Use of geo data comes with additional restrictions due to the sensitive nature
of this information. If your service adds location information to Tweets or
Periscope Broadcasts, you must disclose to people:


When you add location information
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Whether you add location information as a geotag or annotations data
Whether your location information is listed as a place, or as geographic
coordinates

If your application allows people to Tweet with their location you must comply
with Twitter’s geo guidelines in full.
Any use of location data or geographic information on a standalone basis is
prohibited. You may not (and may not permit others to) store, aggregate, or
cache location data and other geographic information contained in Twitter
Content, except as part of a Tweet or Periscope Broadcast. For example, you
may not separate location data or geographic information out from Tweets to
show where individuals have been over time. Heat maps and related tools that
show aggregated geo activity (e.g.: the number of people in a city using a
hashtag) are permitted.
Our
action

The first part refers to cases where applications automatically add a user’s
location (e.g. through their mobile’s GPS) to a generated tweet and this is not
relevant to our activities. Regarding the second part, we do not use location
data to track people, but to provide general analytics, similar to the given heat
maps example, which is permitted. In any case, we never use location data
provided by Twitter (and may originate from a user’s position), but only the
geoinformation provided by the CALLISTO georeferencing modules.

4.4.2 Display policy
Table 12: Public display of Tweets.

Section

Developer Policy / Platform usage guidelines / Public display of Tweets

Link

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/policy#4-d

Quote

You must maintain the integrity of all Twitter Content that you display publicly
or to people who use your service. If you don’t use Twitter for Websites to
display content, then you must use the Twitter API to retrieve the most current
version available for display. If displayed content ceases to be available through
the Twitter API, then you must remove it from your service as soon as
reasonably possible, or within 24 hours after the receipt of a removal request
from Twitter, or the applicable Twitter account owner, or as otherwise required
by applicable law.
If you embed or display Tweets, you must contact us about your Twitter API
access if your site exceeds 10 million daily impressions. Twitter reserves the
right to require additional terms as a condition to your use of the Twitter API.
Follow the guidelines for using Tweets in broadcast if you display Tweets offline.
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Our
action

We do not alter the Twitter content that is displayed, we only enhance it with
the outcomes of our analyses, such as georeferencing or extracted visual
concepts. In addition, frequent checks are scheduled to inspect whether a
tweet is still online, but since millions of tweets will be collected, it is more
realistic to remove a tweet, when we are requested to. Finally, our site is not
expected to exceed 10 million daily impressions.

Table 13: Tweet anatomy.

Section

Display Requirements / General principles and Tweet anatomy

Link

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/display-requirements

Quote

Do





Display real, unmodified Tweets from real accounts.
Follow Twitter’s Terms of Service, the Twitter Brand Assets and
Guidelines, and (if applicable) the Developer Agreement and Developer
Policy.
Display the Twitter logo.

Don't






Our
action

Use Twitter content to promote any product or service (e.g., by
displaying Twitter content in advertising or otherwise displaying
Twitter content to imply endorsement of any product or service)
without explicit permission from the user.
Use Twitter content to imply sponsorship by, endorsement from, or a
false association with Twitter.
Include buttons or icons from other social platforms.
Modify Tweet text.
Use mock ups of Tweets that don’t exist on the platform.

We follow all the above do’s and don’ts.

Table 14: Online display.

Section

Display Requirements / Online display / Mobile, web, and beyond

Link

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/display-requirements

Quote

To ensure every Tweet is displayed optimally, we strongly encourage using
embedded Tweets, embedded timelines, and/or Twitter Kit. When you use these
products to publish Twitter content, Tweets and timelines are automatically
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rendered correctly, including advanced features like photos, video playback and
fetching of up-to-date Twitter data without OAuth.
If it is not possible for you to use our embedding features, you must follow the
requirements below when displaying Tweets and timelines online. […]
Our
action

For the time being we have not managed to use embedded tweets/timelines
in our implementations, but we will further examine this option in the future.
It should be noted here that the sole exception in following the display
requirements is that we do not show user names and profile pictures, so as to
secure that no off-Twitter matching will take place.

4.4.3 Storage & security policy
Table 15: Removals.

Section

Developer Agreement / III. Updates and Removals / B. Removals

Link

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/agreement

Quote

If Twitter Content is deleted, gains protected status, or is otherwise suspended,
withheld, modified, or removed from the Twitter Applications (including
removal of location information), you will make all reasonable efforts to delete
or modify such Twitter Content (as applicable) as soon as possible, and in any
case within 24 hours after a written request to do so by Twitter or by a Twitter
user with regard to their Twitter Content, unless prohibited by applicable law
or regulation and with the express written permission of Twitter.

Our
action

As mentioned above, we make efforts to frequently check the status of all
collected data, but we deem more realistic the option to modify/remove a
tweet within 24 hours after requested.

Table 16: Content compliance.

Section

Developer Policy / Privacy and control are essential / Content compliance

Link

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/policy#3-c

Quote

If you store Twitter Content offline, you must keep it up to date with the current
state of that content on Twitter. Specifically, you must delete or modify any
content you have if it is deleted or modified on Twitter. This must be done as
soon as reasonably possible, or within 24 hours after receiving a request to do
so by Twitter or the applicable Twitter account owner, or as otherwise required
by your agreement with Twitter or applicable law. This must be done unless
otherwise prohibited by law, and only then with the express written permission
of Twitter.
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Modified content can take various forms. This includes (but is not limited to):




Our
action

Content that has been made private or gained protected status
Content that has been suspended from the platform
Content that has had geotags removed from it
Content that has been withheld or removed from Twitter

See response in Table 15.

Table 17: Security of Licensed Materials.

Section

Developer Agreement / II. Restrictions on Use of Licensed Materials / G.
Security

Link

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/agreement

Quote

You will maintain the security of the Twitter API and will not make available to
a third party, any token, key, password or other login credentials to the Twitter
API. You will use industry standard security measures to prevent unauthorized
access or use of any of the features and functionality of the Twitter API,
including access by viruses, worms, or any other harmful code or material.
Additionally, you will keep Twitter Content (including, where applicable,
personal data) confidential and secure from unauthorized access by using
industry-standard organizational and technical safeguards for such data, and
with no less care than it uses in connection with securing similar data you store.
You will immediately notify Twitter consult and cooperate with investigations,
assist with any required notices, and provide any information reasonably
requested by Twitter if you know of or suspects any breach of security or
potential vulnerability related to the Licensed Material and will promptly
remedy such breach or potential vulnerability resulting from Your access to the
Licensed Material.

Our
action

The developer account credentials, which are used in the Twitter crawler, are
securely stored in our premises and are not shared with third parties. The
collected tweets are stored in a credential-protected as well as IP-protected
database, which means that they can be accessed only by users who possess
the credentials and connect from a whitelisted IP. In case of breach of security
or potential vulnerability, we are committed to informing Twitter.
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4.4.4 Redistribution policy
Table 18: Content redistribution policy

Section

Developer Policy / Platform usage guidelines / Content redistribution

Link

https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/policy#4-e

Quote

The best place to get Twitter Content is directly from Twitter. Consequently, we
restrict the redistribution of Twitter Content to third parties. If you provide
Twitter Content to third parties, including downloadable datasets or via an API,
you may only distribute Tweet IDs, Direct Message IDs, and/or User IDs (except
as described below). We also grant special permissions to academic researchers
sharing Tweet IDs and User IDs for non-commercial research purposes.
In total, you may not distribute more than 1,500,000 Tweet IDs to any entity
(inclusive of multiple individuals associated with a single entity) within any 30
day period unless you have received written permission from Twitter. In
addition, all developers may provide up to 50,000 public Tweets Objects and/or
User Objects to each person who uses your service on a daily basis if this is done
via non-automated means (e.g., download of spreadsheets or PDFs).
Academic researchers are permitted to distribute an unlimited number of Tweet
IDs and/or User IDs if they are doing so on behalf of an academic institution and
for the sole purpose of non-commercial research. For example, you are
permitted to share an unlimited number of Tweet IDs for the purpose of
enabling peer review or validation of your research. If you have questions about
whether your use case qualifies under this category please submit a request via
the API Policy Support form.
Any Twitter Content provided to third parties remains subject to this Policy, and
those third parties must agree to the Twitter Terms of Service, Privacy Policy,
Developer Agreement, and Developer Policy before receiving such downloads.
You may not enable any entity to circumvent any other limitations or
restrictions on the distribution of Twitter Content as contained in this Policy, the
Developer Agreement, or any other agreement with Twitter.

Our
action

Within CALLISTO, the APIs that will be used and validated by the internal end
users will include the complete information, i.e. original information from
Twitter and extracted knowledge by our analyses. This is to simulate the real
usage, since the possible product would not be the tweets per se, but the tools
to collect and serve them.
On the other hand, if we establish synergies with external parties, such as other
EU-funded projects, we will share only the Tweet IDs, either via a limited
version of the existing APIs or via non-automated means. In the latter case, we
will also respect the distribution limits, i.e. 1.5 million tweets per month or 50
thousand per day.
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The same limitations have been considered for the Twitter dataset that we
have ingested into the ONDA DIAS catalogue (see more in Section 0).
In the case of providing Twitter data in relation to a scientific publication, we
are allowed, as academic researchers in CERTH, to share as many as we wish,
but still we will circulate only the Tweet IDs and any additional properties
contain values derived from our knowledge extraction techniques or manual
annotation. Wherever such data are uploaded (e.g. a GitHub repository), there
will be a clear statement that they are still subject to Twitter’s Developer
Agreement and Policy.

4.5 Data ingestion into ONDA DIAS
The CALLISTO project makes use of existing European data infrastructures, in particular
Copernicus’ ONDA DIAS platform, to develop solutions that can be plugged into DIAS to
enhance their capabilities, while offering at the same time several types of other
georeferenced and distributed data sources.
The ONDA data model architecture enables further extraction of value from Copernicus data
and information thanks to an advanced data model made available through an ONDA
dedicated API11. The current ONDA data model is generated through an indexing function
designed to access EO data, Copernicus information and mapping by the Copernicus Services,
ESA legacy and third party missions. It is our intention to further enlarge the ONDA data model
with unstructured data made available as part of CALLISTO, such as UAV images/videos, insitu measurements, and social media data that are geo-located.
Specifically, with regards to social media data, we have shared with the ONDA DIAS team a
sample dataset, collected in the frame of T3.3, in order to be ingested into the ONDA
catalogue, allowing in this way the extension of the ONDA data model and the potential
combination with satellite data. The sample dataset contained 200 thousand tweets that
discuss air quality (collected for PUC3) in JSON format and, to ensure compliance to Twitter’s
redistribution policy (Section 0), we did not share the original JSON provided by Twitter, but
only the Tweet IDs and properties that refer to our analysis.
Along with the dataset, the ONDA DIAS team also requested for a Data Specification
Document that would describe in detail the JSON properties. The table that was included in
that document is also presented here, in Table 19, while an example of a single tweet of the
dataset is given in Figure 11. More information on this as well as other data ingestions will be
reported in D3.4 “Data Indexing, documentation and cataloguing” in M28.

11

https://www.onda-dias.eu/cms/services/catalogues/advanced-api/
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Table 19: Data Specification Document.

Property Name
twitter_id

language

datetime

Property Type
String
String
Predefined values: es,
en, fr, de, it, el
String
Format: yyyy-MM-dd
HH:mm:ssZ

Description
The unique identifier of a tweet, as provided
by Twitter.
The language of the text of a tweet.

The date and time when a tweet has been
posted in Twitter.

tag

String

The keyword based on which the tweet has
been collected by the Social Media Crawler.

contains_image

Boolean

A field that indicates whether a Twitter post
has an image (true) or not (false).

visual_concepts_in
_image

Array

An array of String values that refer to the
concepts that have been detected in the
image, after visual analysis.
If the post does not contain an image, then
this value is null.

inappropriate_cont
ent_in_image

Boolean

A field that indicates whether a tweet’s
image shows inappropriate content, i.e.
nudity, (true) or not (false), after visual
analysis.
If the post does not contain an image, then
this value is null.

reliability

Double

A double number that shows how reliable a
tweet is, after analysis.
If reliability has not been estimated, the
value is null.

detected_locations

Array
An array of objects
that comprise the
following fields:
location_in_text
location_fullname
geometry

An array of objects that contain information
about the locations that have been
extracted from a tweet’s text.
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location_in_text

String

The word(s) in a tweet’s text that have been
recognized as locations after analysis.

location_fullname

String

The full location name as retrieved by the
OpenStreetMap API.

geometry

type

coordinates

JSON object
A JSON object that
comprises the
following fields:
type
coordinates
String
Predefined value:
Point
Array
Format:
[latitude, longitude]

A JSON object that contains information for
the coordinates of the location.

A field that defines the type of the
coordinates.
An array of Double values that refer to the
latitude and longitude coordinates of the
location,
as
retrieved
by
the
OpenStreetMap API.

Figure 11: Example of a tweet as distributed to ONDA DIAS.
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Social Media Analytics Suite
5.1 Overview
While the Twitter crawler continues to extract tweets that fit the user-defined search criteria
and to store them to the database, the users need to have an open access to the tweets in
order to view them and use them as they see fit. The Social Media Analytics Suite12, or SMAS
in short, has been developed as a tool for end users to retrieve and visualize social media data
collected and analyzed within CALLISTO. The user interface of SMAS (seen in Figure 12) offers
six alternative widgets that aid in visual data examination, with each one emphasizing on a
different data metric. Moreover, SMAS offers an open API for raw data extraction, as
requested e.g. in PUC4.
Figure 12: Screenshot of the Social Media Analytics Suite.

SMAS consists of three divided components that communicate with each other and provide
the user with the final outcome. The first component is the MongoDB database containing all
the tweets collected by the Twitter crawler as mentioned above. The second one is the
backend API that provides six individual endpoints, with different kind of data filtered and
retrieved from the database through each one endpoint. Finally, the third component is the
frontend user interface (UI) that utilizes the endpoints of the API and visualizes the data. More
details on the three components follow in the next sections.

5.2 MongoDB Database
The database is an isolated MongoDB instance running independently and contains all the
data the Twitter crawler has collected. For each use case, a respective collection of tweets
exists in the database. The data are stored in the form of documents, which allows for flexible
modifications and additions for their attributes. This format has already been described in
Section 4.2, Table 4. As far as security is concerned, the database is password-protected and

12

http://m4d-apps.iti.gr/SMAS/
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IP-protected (i.e. only whitelisted IPs can access it) and the data can only be served to an end
user through either the backend API endpoints or the frontend UI, thus assuring the integrity
of our data.

5.3 Backend API
The backend of SMAS is an API built using the Laravel framework13 with PHP v8.0.1 and
provides six different endpoints available for every user to consume and use. Each endpoint
requires a POST request with a set of filters as JSON parameters, in order to calculate and
respond to the user with JSON formatted text. All the endpoints requests require the filters
bellow:
usecase: A String literal referring to the use case.
lang: A String literal referring to the language.
from: A timestamp specifying the start date of the search.
to: A timestamp specifying the end date of the search.
Figure 13: Screenshot of a request filters example.

Every endpoint responds with a JSON object containing all the filtered data. Table 20 shows
the offered endpoint routes, the description of their response data and an example for each.
Table 20: Backend API endpoints.

Endpoint

Response Data Description

/total

Total number of tweets
retrieved.

/timeline

An array of tweets, each
containing the id, the text
and the creation date.

13

Example Screenshot

https://laravel.com/
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/locations

A JSON object with the
location names as key and a
counter as value that
represents
the
total
mentions of each location in
the tweets text.

/tweetsperday

A JSON object with the
dates as key and a counter
as value that represents the
total number of tweets
retrieved for each day.

/keywords

A JSON object with the keys
representing a keyword and
the values representing how
many tweets have been
collected based on these
keywords.

/heatmap

An array that contains the
coordinates of the retrieved
tweets.

5.4 Frontend UI
The frontend component consists of a filtering panel and six widgets that use the backend API
to retrieve information and present it visually. For the UI implementation, the React JavaScript
library14 has been used, since it is ideal for developing apps with dynamic content as well as
reusable elements. Each widget uses a different API endpoint with independent calls (and thus

14

https://reactjs.org/
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independent loading), which results to better performance and smoother experience for the
user.
On the top of the UI, there is a filtering panel with three options (Figure 14). The first filter is
a dropdown box for selecting the use case and the second filter is again a dropdown box for
selecting the language. It should be noted that the language options differ per use case, thus
the available values in the dropdown box switch dynamically in the UI, every time the use case
selected value changes. The third and final filter is defining the range of dates within which
the tweets should have been posted. After the filters have been set, pushing the “Get
Analytics” button fetches the results and updates the widgets views. Upon connecting to
SMAS, the widgets refresh and retrieve the latest week’s data with the default use case and
language (currently set as Air Quality and English).
Regarding the widget components, dedicated subsections follow that thoroughly explain each
widget’s implementation and functionality.
Figure 14: Screenshot of SMAS filtering panel.

5.4.1 Total Tweets
Total Tweets (Figure 15) is a counter of the total tweets retrieved with the specified filters.
The data are fetched from the /total endpoint of the backend API. Future work includes having
a live counter without the need of making a new query.
Figure 15: Screenshot of the Total Tweets widget.

5.4.2 Timeline
The user should have the capability to examine the quality of the search results, which makes
the timeline a very important component of SMAS. The Timeline widget (Figure 16) contains
a list of the collected tweets, ordered by descending creation date. These data are retrieved
from the /timeline endpoint of the API. A single tweet (Figure 17) contains the text of the
tweet, the image (if there is one attached) and the date created. In the future, tweets will be
enhanced with analysis outcomes, the matched keywords of the tweet text will be highlighted
and the visualization will resemble Twitter’s aesthetics more.
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Figure 16: Screenshot of the Timeline widget.

Figure 17: Screenshot of a single tweet of the Timeline widget.

5.4.3 Word cloud
For a better understanding of what is trending and what people discuss most about, the Word
Cloud widget (Figure 18) contains words with different scales depending on the times they
were found as keywords in the tweets retrieved. For the implementation, an open-source
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library of React was used, called react-tagcloud15, offering a plug and play solution for a word
cloud. The keywords are the search criteria defined by the CALLISTO PUC leaders and the data
are collected from the /wordcloud API endpoint.
Figure 18: Screenshot of the Word Cloud widget.

5.4.4 Line Chart
When analyzing social media data, it is important to examine the periods of time a topic is
trending and extract the necessary knowledge. The Line Chart widget (Figure 19) offers a daily
data counter presented in a line chart. It was implemented with the Chart.js16 open-source
library that is used for data visualization, offering different types of chart types, and the data
are retrieved from the /tweetsperday endpoint of the API.
Figure 19: Screenshot of the Line Chart widget.

5.4.5 Most Mentioned Locations
Data localization is an important feature for every PUC and helps the user find the source
location of an event. The Most Mentioned Locations widget (Figure 20) offers a list with the
15
16

https://madox2.github.io/react-tagcloud/
https://www.chartjs.org/
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most popular locations by reference, ordered by descending order. The implementation was
a custom solution without the use of a library and the data are retrieved from the /locations
endpoint of the API.
Figure 20: Screenshot of the Most Mentioned Locations widget.

5.4.6 Heatmap
The Heatmap widget (Figure 21) offers a view of the retrieved tweets location. These location
coordinates are calculated as explained in Section 4.2.2 and are not linked under any
circumstances to the position of the actual user who posted the tweet. For the
implementation of this widget, the open-source JavaScript library leaflet.js17 was used and for
the map tiles layer the variation created by CARTO18. The data are retrieved from the
/heatmap endpoint of the API.
Figure 21: Screenshot of the Heatmap widget.

17
18

https://leafletjs.com/
https://carto.com/
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Preliminary user evaluation
One of our scopes within T3.3 is the evaluation of the user experience that SMAS can offer.
Since the tool can be considered a work in progress, the evaluation will take place later in the
project’s lifetime and will regard a more mature version of SMAS. Nevertheless, we decided
to define the specifics of the user evaluation early on and have a very preliminary assessment.
First, we investigated the related literature and concluded to select the standardized User
Experience Questionnaire and, in particular, its short version, UEQ-S introduced in (Schrepp,
Hinderks, & Thomaschewski, 2017). The UEQ-S consists of eight items as shown in Figure 22.
The values per each item can be between -3 (horribly bad, far left option in the questionnaire)
and 3 (extremely good, far right option). The first four items represent the pragmatic quality
scale and the last four items the hedonic quality scale. Pragmatic quality represents the
interaction qualities that relate to the tasks or goals the user aims to reach when using the
product, such as attractiveness, efficiency, and dependability. On the other hand, hedonic
quality describes aspects related to pleasure or fun while using the product, such as
stimulation and novelty.
Figure 22: The UEQ-S questionnaire.

The reason behind this selection is that the questionnaire can be answered easily and quickly
and still collect all the necessary data, in a standardized manner. To familiarize with the
interpretation of the results, we have conducted a preliminary user evaluation with three
participants, who are actually leaders of the PUCs in CALLISTO. It needs to be highlighted that
the results that follow should not be perceived as actual outcome of an evaluation, but as a
demonstration of what insights can be provided by UEQ-S.
The first outcome of UES-Q is Table 21, where the mean score, the variance and the standard
deviation can be seen per item. Values above 0.8 (e.g. item 1) represent a positive evaluation,
while values between -0.8 and 0.8 (e.g. item 5) represent a neural evaluation. A visualization
of the mean values per item is also given in Figure 23.
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Table 21: UEQ-S results per item.

Item

Mean

Variance

Std. Dev.

No.

Negative

Positive

Scale

1

1.0

1.0

1.0

3

obstructive

supportive

Pragmatic

2

3.0

0.0

0.0

3

complicated

easy

Pragmatic

3

1.3

2.3

1.5

3

inefficient

efficient

Pragmatic

4

1.3

4.3

2.1

3

confusing

clear

Pragmatic

5

0.7

2.3

1.5

3

boring

exciting

Hedonic

6

0.3

1.3

1.2

3

not
interesting

interesting

Hedonic

7

1.3

0.3

0.6

3

conventional

inventive

Hedonic

8

1.7

0.3

0.6

3

usual

leading edge

Hedonic

Figure 23: UEQ-S mean value per item.
8
7
6
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4
3
2
1
-3

-2

-1

0
Hedonic

1

2

3

Pragmatic

Examining these results, for instance, we able to learn that the user experience is mostly
positive, especially in terms of perspicuity (items 2 and 4) and novelty (items 7 and 8), while a
weak point is the stimulation (items 5 and 6). This can be perceived as that SMAS is an
innovative and easy to use tool, but it could be improved in a way to become more exciting
for its users.
Another outcome of UES-Q is Figure 24 that depicts the total scores regarding the pragmatic
quality and the hedonic quality as well as the overall score of the application. In this trial
evaluation, it is evident that the user feedback is clearly positive, but with room for
improvement.
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Figure 24: UEQ-S results per scale.
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1

1.667

1.000

1.333
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Overall
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Finally, a third outcome of UEQ-S is Figure 25 that shows the quality of the evaluated solution
in relation with existing values from a benchmark data set. This dataset contains data from
21,175 persons from 468 studies concerning different products (e.g. business software, Web
pages, Web shops, social networks). The benchmark comparison results indicate that SMAS
offers good and above average experience to the users, for both pragmatic and hedonic
quality aspects.
Figure 25: Comparison of UEQ-S scales to a benchmark data set.
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As mentioned above, this evaluation framework will be used in the future to assess the user
experience of a more mature version of SMAS, aiming also to a much broader audience.
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Synergies
7.1 Scope
Building synergies and meaningful interactions with other relevant research projects can help
to create better effects and results as well as to enhance the dissemination range and impact
on the wider end user community. This can be achieved either on a project-level or on a tasklevel. In case there are similar tasks (e.g. two tasks about social media acquisition) knowledge
can be shared and comparisons can be made; otherwise, heterogeneous activities can be
combined and produce a chain of tasks (e.g. alerts from social media to trigger EO analysis).
The scope of this section is to present any synergies that have been built regarding T3.3. So
far, only one synergy can be reported, i.e. with the H2020 DeepCube project, and the results
can be found in the following subsection.

7.2 Synergy with DeepCube
DeepCube19 is a Horizon 2020 Space project that aims to unlock the potential of big Copernicus
data with Artificial Intelligence and Semantic Web technologies, with the objective to address
problems of high environmental and societal impact. Infalia20, which is a spin-off company of
CERTH, participates in DeepCube with two tasks that are highly relevant to CALLISTO’s T3.3:
T2.4 “Visualization tools for both EO & non-EO data” and T3.2 “Ingestion of non-EO data and
concept extraction”. Since the two tasks concern the collection (T3.2) and visualization (T2.4)
of social media data, from this point onwards we will refer to them as one task, for reasons of
compactness.
After communication has been established between CERTH and Infalia, the first step was to
identify the similarities and differences between the two tasks. The outcomes of this
investigation can be summarized in Table 22.
Table 22: Similarities and differences between CALLISTO and DeepCube social-media-related tasks.

CALLISTO
What
topics
and
languages
do
the
collected social media
data cover?

19
20

Monitoring of
particular areas of
interest (Dutch,
Italian, English)
Water quality (Dutch)
Air quality (English,
Italian, French,
Spanish, German,
Greek)
Migration, border,
and crime in certain
locations (English,

DeepCube
Reasons of
displacement in Africa
(English)
Tourism in Brazil
(English)

https://deepcube-h2020.eu/
https://infalia.eu/
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Macedonian, Turkish,
Arabic, Bosnian)
Which social
platforms
considered?

media Twitter
are
(Instagram, YouTube,
Facebook to be examined in
the future)

Twitter, Instagram

How have the crawlers JAVA (twitter/hbc)
been implemented?

Python (Tweepy21)

What type of analysis is Georeferencing
performed? What is
(currently reusing EOPEN’s
novel and what is
localization services in
reused?
English & Italian; later will
replace with CALLISTO’s
updated/new services
developed under T6.2)

Georeferencing
(reusing EOPEN’s localization
service in English)

Concept extraction

Concept extraction

(reusing EOPEN’s service)

(reusing EOPEN’s service)

Reliability estimation

-

(reusing a CERTH service)
Nudity detection

-

(reusing a CERTH service)
-

Sentiment analysis
(novel – under development)

Are the collected and Yes.
analyzed social media
Available endpoints:
data served through an
/total
API?
/timeline
/locations
/tweetsperday
/keywords
/heatmap

21

Yes.
Available endpoints:
/keywords
/filter
/stats
/query_parameters
/response_fields

https://www.tweepy.org/
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If yes, how has the API Laravel PHP
been implemented?

Django22

Are the collected and Yes, through CALLISTO
analyzed social media SMAS.
data visualized?
(Also, through the main
CALLISTO UI in the future)

Yes, through DeepCube Social
Media Web Application23.

If yes, what options of Timeline, line chart (number
visualization
are of tweets per day), heat
offered?
map, most mentioned
locations, word cloud

Timeline, line chart (number of
tweets per day), map
(pinpointed tweets)

(Tweets will be pinpointed
on a map on the main
CALLISTO UI in the future)

(A pie chart for predicted
sentiment will be added in the
future)

The second step of the synergy was to agree on a joint evaluation and come up with a
comparison experiment. Since both projects serve social media data through an API and these
APIs are developed with different technologies (Laravel versus Django), it has been decided
to conduct an experiment to compare the performance of the two frameworks, i.e. how much
time each API takes to respond, considering that time response is critical for users.
In order for the comparison to be fair, several points were considered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Perform the exact same queries
Perform the queries both on CALLISTO and DeepCube data
Execute the experiments on a common server
Exclude data transfer time and download time parameters
Limit the response to 10,000 tweets
Use the same tool for measuring time

The agreed queries were one to get all the tweets from the collection (with limit 10,000) and
one to get all the tweets from a specific period (again with the same limit). The details of the
queries can be found in Table 23.
Table 23: Details on experiment queries.

Query
Description

GetAll

GetByDate

Fetches all the tweets from the
database.

Fetches all the tweets posted
within the period specified by the
parameters.

/getAll

/getByDate

Endpoint

22
23

https://www.djangoproject.com/
https://deepcube.infalia.com/
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Type

GET

GET

-

from (date), to (date)

10,000

10,000

JSON object

JSON object

Parameters
Limit
Response

The tool for measuring the time performance was Postman24, which calculates the total time
for a query and analyzes it. The two queries have been performed by both APIs on both
collections; the GetAll query 10 times in order to calculate an average total time and the
GetByDate query 10 times for each month from September 2021 to February 2022.
Table 24 as well as the bar chart in Figure 26 show the results for the GetAll query (in
milliseconds) and it is clear that the two technologies performed quite similarly, even though
Laravel achieves an insignificantly better mean average on the DeepCube collection (just 72.4
milliseconds).
Table 24: GetAll query response times (ms).

Laravel

Average

24

Django

CALLISTO

DeepCube

CALLISTO

DeepCube

559

270

566

414

567

276

530

344

593

258

580

325

524

251

510

328

562

267

559

321

538

270

558

314

489

258

527

304

527

280

535

348

561

282

518

363

511

259

560

334

543.1

267.1

544.3

339.5

https://www.postman.com/
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Figure 26: GetAll query mean average times (ms).
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In the case of the GetByDate query (Table 25), the results are a little bit more complex. In
Figure 27, it can be seen that Laravel outperformed Django on the DeepCube collection, while
Django outperformed Laravel on the CALLISTO collection.
Table 25: GetByDate query average times (ms) for each month.

Laravel

Django

Dates
CALLISTO

DeepCube

CALLISTO

DeepCube

01-30/09/2021

672

310

489

392

01-31/10/2021

541

316

516

348

01-30/11/2021

634

227

497

322

01-31/12/2021

603

233

445

399

01-31/01/2022

634

277

537

273
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Figure 27: GetByDate query mean average times per month.
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Django CALLISTO

01/22-02/22
Django DeepCube

In conclusion, the scope of the experiment was to detect whether one of the two technologies
performs significantly better, and the results show that their time performance is equivalent,
varying by the data being handled and the function they have to perform on them.
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Mobile data collection
The mobile application is based on a three-tiered architecture, where each component is
implemented as an independent layer of software, with each of the three components
communicating with each other and transferring all relevant data from one layer to the next
in a linear manner (i.e., from one layer to the other, without skipping layers).
The following schematic displays the architecture of the mobile app:
Figure 28: Mobile app architecture figure.

The schematic shown above describes the three distinct layers that implement the mobile
app. The layers are as follows:
Presentation layer (frontend): The presentation layer is responsible for
displaying all the relevant information and data to the user. It also includes
control elements that allow the user to filter the information, as well as input
data into the application. The presentation layer has been implemented in
Vue.js25, which is a JavaScript framework that enables fast and efficient
component-based development of web interfaces. The map has been
implemented with OpenLayers26, a dynamic map library that can display map
tiles, vector data and markers loaded from any source. The source code has
been wrapped by using Capacitor27, to enable mobile device functionality.
Business logic layer (backend): The business logic layer handles the
communication between the presentation and the storage layer, along with

25

https://vuejs.org/
https://openlayers.org/
27
https://capacitorjs.com/
26
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any data modifications needed to provide relevant information to the user,
or to transform the user input into data readable by the storage system. All
logical operations required by the system are performed on this layer. The
backend layer is implemented as a RESTful API, which provides endpoints to
the presentation layer. It has been implemented in the PHP scripting
language, in the Laravel framework, which is a framework that provides easy
and efficient syntax shortcuts for rapid web application development.
Storage layer (database/file system): This layer stores all the raw data from
all the input sources that the system implements. It includes the relational
database, which has been implemented by using PostgreSQL, and the OS file
system. PostgreSQL is an open source RDBMS, which is fully compatible with
the SQL query language, and offers a host of plugins that extend the core
database’s functionality. In addition, the PostGIS28 plugin has been installed,
to facilitate spatial queries and geospatial information. The users’ information
is stored in the database, and any input provided by the users by way of the
control elements in the presentation layer is inserted into the appropriate
database tables. The files uploaded by the user are stored both in the
database, as well as in the file system. Finally, logs on the various subsystems’
operational status are also stored in the file system, in the appropriate OS
folders.
The business logic layer is served by a NGINX web server. All layers, as well as the NGINX web
server, are implemented as stand-alone containers, using the Docker technology, along with
docker-compose for easier deployment.
The user logs into the application, by providing their username and password. This unique
combination of credentials, along with any other information the user might provide about
themselves, will be stored in the database, and will be accessed on each login attempt.
Analytics data for things like failed login attempts, password reset requests, etc., will also be
collected and stored. In addition, the user can also upload shapefiles that denote their field
boundaries, as well as any relevant supporting documents in PDF format.
In addition to user-related data, the user will also be able to take photos of parcels, and store
them in the app, both for future reference, as well as for usage by the relevant inspectors or
authorities. Each time a photo is taken, the user’s mobile device will provide its location. This
ensures that the photo taken is geotagged with the current location that it was taken from.
Since the location attached to the photo will be provided by the mobile device, Galileoenabled devices will benefit from increased location accuracy. However, the application is
agnostic as regards the nature of a user’s device. To ensure that any user can make use of the
application, and to avoid excluding users with non-Galileo enabled devices, there will be no
hard restrictions on the uploading functionality. A non-Galileo enabled device will still be able
to upload a photo, and the photo will still be geotagged with the device’s current location.
However, in this case, the coordinates will be retrieved by using the device's default GPS
module, which has a lower spatial accuracy than Galileo enabled devices (3 meters, compared

28

https://postgis.net/
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to under 1 meter for Galileo29). This will result in reduced accuracy of the photograph's
placement.
As mentioned before, the photos taken by the user’s mobile device will be uploaded to the
business logic layer by the presentation layer, along with information concerning which parcel
the photo refers to, as well as the location it was taken from. The business logic layer receives
this data and the image, extracts metadata relevant to the image, such as size, dimensions, a
checksum for confirming the validity of the file, and the path the image was stored in the file
system, and stores this information in the database, for quick and easy retrieval for display
purposes. In addition, the image itself is also stored in the file system. This allows the user to
access and download any of the photos they have uploaded to the app at any time.
The database table that contains the file information has the following structure:
Table 26: Image information database table structure.

Attribute

Description

id

Unique serial database ID for the file row

file_type_id

ID denoting the type of file

user_id

ID of the user who uploaded the file

field_id

ID of the field the file pertains to

name

File name

extension

File extension (.jpg, .pdf, etc.)

size

File size

checksum

Hash computed from the file

path

Actual location of the file within the file system

created_at

Datetime of file creation (in YYYY-MM-DD HH:II:SS format)

updated_at

Datetime of file update (in YYYY-MM-DD HH:II:SS format)

deleted_at

Datetime of file deletion (in YYYY-MM-DD HH:II:SS format)

active

Flag denoting whether or not the file is active (i.e. visible)

This table stores the information for all the files uploaded by the users of the app. Multiple
types of files can be uploaded to the app, and these file types are stored in their own reference

29

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galileo_(satellite_navigation)
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table. The file type ID is referenced in the above table. The file type table has the following
structure:
Table 27: The file_type table structure.

Attribute

Description

id

Unique serial database ID for the file type row

label

The descriptive name of the file type

display_label

A secondary label to display in the presentation layer

order

The order of appearance of the type in lists in the presentation layer

active

Flag denoting whether or not the file type is active (i.e. visible)

The app accommodates various file types, but only the photos should be geotagged with the
location they were taken from. To facilitate this, an auxiliary database table is implemented
that correlates a file with its coordinates in latitude/longitude format, via its ID. Its structure
is as follows:
Table 28: The image_coordinates table structure.

Attribute

Description

id

Unique serial database ID for the image coordinate row.

file_id

Reference ID for the file for which the coordinates are being stored.

lat

The latitude of the location.

lng

The longitude of the location.

By using this auxiliary table, the number of empty cells in the database is reduced.
As mentioned above, the files are also stored in the local storage, which is located in the OS
file system. The files will be stored by using the Laravel file structure, where the files are stored
in the storage folder. A subfolder named uploads contains all the files provided by the users,
separated in sub-subfolders which are named based on the ID of the field in question. The
folder structure has the following general format:
[APPLICATION_ROOT]/storage/uploads/[FIELD_ID]/[FILE_NAME][FILE_EXTENSION]
Where:
APPLICATION_ROOT: The root folder where the Laravel application is
installed and located
FIELD_ID: The unique serial ID number of the field as it has been stored in the
database
FILE_NAME: The name of the file
FILE_EXTENSION: The file extension
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Future work
There are plenty of ideas for next steps in the remainder of T3.3’s duration (M16-M28), which
concern the continuation of running activities, additional implementations and synergies with
other tasks or projects.
First of all, there will be constant updates on the search criteria, i.e. addition or modification
or removal of keywords, as well as on the offered functionalities of SMAS, both based on
feedback from the end users. Other extensions of SMAS will be the option for on-the-fly
queries to Twitter (the user searches for a keyword that does not already exist in the search
criteria) and the option for on-demand translation of social media texts that are in non-English
languages.
In parallel, the integration phase will start, which will basically involve (a) feeding the collected
social media data into the CALLISTO system, so as to be visualized on the main platform, and
(b) delivering SMAS through a menu tab of the platform, instead of being a standalone
website.
An ambitious plan is to examine the APIs provided by Instagram, YouTube, and Facebook, then
develop the respective crawlers and ensure that each platform’s policy is fully respected.
Naturally, the integrated solutions, such as SMAS, will have to be updated accordingly, in
order to take into consideration social media data collected from additional sources.
Furthermore, internal as well as external synergies will be sought by CERTH with regards to
T3.3, and some of them have already been identified. In collaboration with Fraunhofer and
T6.1 “Semantic indexing and CALLISTO ontologies”, we could investigate the enhancement of
crowdsourcing search criteria with semantic technologies, e.g. using ontologies to find
synonyms. DRAXIS is interested in including air-quality-related social media data into the
GeoBI tool of T4.4 “Geospatial Business Intelligence tool for air quality monitoring and
forecasting”, while CERTH’s T5.2 “Multimodal fusion for event detection on EO and non-EO
data” will use these data to discover possible correlations between social media, satellite data
and sensor measurements. In addition, the feasibility of two ideas will be discussed with the
ONDA DIAS team (under T3.1 “Data Indexing, documentation and cataloguing”). The first one
regards the visualization of the tweets-products, which have already been added to the ONDA
DIAS catalogue, on a map; and the latter concerns the implementation of a product that would
be able to receive a satellite image as an input and return the tweets posted in the area that
image covers. Certainly, if new opportunities for synergies arise (e.g. as result of joint events
with similar projects), we will take full advantage of it.
Finally, after all implementations under T3.3 are concluded, we will proceed with a large user
evaluation, using as a basis the preliminary evaluation presented in Section 6 .
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Conclusion
This deliverable mainly reported on the achievements of T3.3 “Web, mobile and social media
data collection”.
After a short introduction on the value of social media for exploitation in various domains, the
purpose, the scope and the structure of this document were defined. Then followed some
background information to explain to the reader what the connection of this particular task is
to past tasks of the H2020 EOPEN project, and to clarify what has been reused and what is
novel.
The core part of the deliverable started with the collection of the user requirements,
presenting a questionnaire that was filled by the project’s end users and was then analyzed
so as to drive the implementations. It was commonly agreed for all the interested PUCs that
the initial focus would be on Twitter and keyword-based search, while other platforms would
be investigated in the future.
Next, the search criteria (retrieval keywords), the Twitter Crawler, and all of its underlying
components were described, highlighting the technical improvements on the crawling
procedure. The status of the tweets collection until the end of February 2022 was presented
in detail in a table and also illustrated in a set of charts. A thorough examination of Twitter’s
Developer Agreement and Policy followed, and the data ingestion into the ONDA DIAS
catalogue was reported.
Moreover, the document presented the Social Media Analytics Suite or SMAS and, in
particular, the three main parts of it: the MongoDB database, the backend API and the
frontend UI, which includes filter capabilities and six analytics widgets. A standardized
questionnaire for evaluating SMAS was also introduced, with a preliminary trial.
Reporting on the synergy with H2020 DeepCube, the similarities and differences between the
social-media-related tasks of the two projects were collected in a table and then a direct
comparison of the two developed APIs showed that they are equivalent as far as time
performance is concerned.
Before concluding with an outline of the targets of T3.3 for the rest of the project’s lifetime, a
section of the document was dedicated to the collection of mobile data, which has eventually
proven to be outside the scope of T3.3; nevertheless it has been described, in order to respect
the title of the document.
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Appendix
Questionnaire for PUC leaders in order to collect user requirements for crowdsourcing:

Contact Information
Name
E-mail
Pilot Use Case

Do you foresee any possible scenarios that will involve the use of social media data? If so,
how would they benefit the scenarios?

Which social media platforms would be of interest?

Twitter offers timely access to its public stream with three types of filtering: keywordbased search, accounts monitoring and queries by bounding box. Please specify what
filters would be useful in your scenarios.
Examples:
1. I want tweets that contain the words “river pollution”
2. I want all tweets posted by @EUClimateAction
3. I want any tweet posted in Hamburg

Do you foresee any possible scenarios that will involve Web scraping? If so, how would
scraped Web data benefit the scenarios?
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Please specify any websites that you would be interested to scrap and what exact
information from these websites is needed to be scrapped.

How do you imagine accessing the collected social & Web data? How would you like them
to be displayed?

If you wish to add more comments or questions, please use the following space.
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Impact and Metrics,
Open Science,
Policy development and implementation,
Research Data Management.
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